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“Science resides in the intellect, not in the instrument.”
Abraham Flexner
1. Introduction
I wish to thank Professors Mary Anne Swardson, Ohio University, and A.V. Arhan-
gel’skii, Ohio University and Moscow State University, for inviting me to speak at the Ohio
University Department of Mathematics Miniconference on Topology honoring Professor
Howard H. Wicke on the occasion of his retirement. Professor Arhangel’skii requested
that I make these remarks in an impressionistic vein, offering views of Professor Wicke’s
career that might not be obtained from a review of his academic contributions alone. This
is appropriately requested, for to truly understand Professor Wicke’s contributions is to
appreciate not only his remarkable intellectual abilities, but the qualities of his character
that have steadfastly guided them. These qualities include his driving commitment to the
development of the human intellect, in the spirit of Flexner’s remarks on science [1].
Early interactions with Dr. Howard Wicke
The launching of Sputnik, a great achievement of Soviet science, was an event important
in leading to my meeting Dr. Howard Wicke. It is appropriately so, as our work together
in an applied setting would prove to have critical bearing on NASA’s space exploration
program, and we would later conduct some of our most important research interactions
with Soviet mathematicians.
Sputnik’s orbiting in 1957 quickened the spirit of US science. It galvanized commitment
to support the work of persons who had demonstrated outstanding mathematical and
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scientific ability. Even well established laboratories such as Sandia, where Dr. Wicke
spent much of his early career, benefited from this fiscal policy enhancing a focus on
mathematical research.
As a physician at Denver General Hospital, intending to pursue work in mathematics
with Professor R.L. Moore after completing my internship in Colorado, I regarded these
developments with intense interest. Even so, I did not realize then the fullness with which
they would contribute to the extraordinary intellectual climate and opportunity I found
when I joined Dr. Howard Wicke at Sandia laboratory.
Not long before these events, in 1948, Howard Wicke had taken a master’s degree in
philosophy under the direction of Professor Gustav Bergman at the University of Iowa. This
study included a strong focus on logic. Apparently sensing Wicke’s mathematical ability,
Professor Bergman had suggested that he consider the study of higher mathematics. Wicke
followed through on this suggestion and took a doctorate under the direction of Professor
E.W. Chittenden at Iowa in 1952.
After receiving his doctorate in mathematics, Dr. Wicke accepted an academic post
in mathematics at Lehigh University. Later he accepted a position in mathematics at
Sandia Laboratory, just outside Albuquerque, New Mexico. The Laboratory was funded
by the US Atomic Energy Commission and managed by Sandia Corporation. Research
administration at the Laboratory was under the direction of managers with doctorates
in scientific disciplines, including mathematics, physics, and electrical engineering, who
rotated through from the highly prestigious AT&T System Complex. In this environment
of rigorous intellectual and scientific standards, Dr. Howard Wicke’s exceptional qualities
were recognized and rewarded with his appointment as head of the Division of Applied
Mathematics.
At the time we met, Dr. Wicke reported administratively to Dr. Joseph Weihe, head
of the Department of Mathematical Research. Dr. Weihe held a doctorate in mathematics
from Berkeley. He reported to Dr. Michael Norris, who held a doctorate in mathematics
from Harvard. Dr. Wicke was actively engaged in the study of differential equations. He
was also conducting intensive studies of Russian in close interaction with the laboratory’s
principal linguist, Marcel Weinrich, who had grown up in the Soviet Union.
Professor Wicke’s work is well recognized by colleagues. But to really understand his
contributions, one must understand his dedication to scientific integrity, his drive for truth,
and his deep commitment to fundamental research. These are qualities of his character,
and they became evident to me when Dr. Wicke offered me an unprecedented position of
independent researcher similar to what one might have at the Institute for Advanced Study
at Princeton.
I first formally learned of Dr. Wicke’s interest in discussing this position with me at a
meeting of the American Mathematical Society in 1962. At the meeting, I presented work
I had done under the support of a National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship.
Specifically, I reported on a solution to a problem on upper semicontinuous decompositions
raised by Professor R.L. Moore. In current terminology, the problem is whether the
property of being a Moore space is invariant under the actions of perfect mappings. I had
shown the answer is in the affirmative [2]. I was met there by Dr. Joseph A. Schatz of
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the Department of Mathematical Research of Sandia Laboratory. On behalf of Dr. Wicke,
Dr. Schatz conveyed an invitation to go to Sandia for an interview and exploration of this
extraordinary, prospective position as an independent investigator.
Dr. Wicke was so committed to ensuring the integrity of this position that he went
so far as to obtain guarantees of its independence at two levels of management higher
than ordinary, including that of Sandia’s president, Mr. “Monk” Schwartz, with whom Dr.
Wicke arranged for me to interview. This was importantly reassuring to me.
I accepted the offer, convinced of its authenticity and Dr. Wicke’s deep conviction of the
importance of fundamental research. Professor R.L. Moore was also convinced, making a
highly unusual and possibly unprecedented recommendation for me, as one of his doctoral
students, to assume this nonacademic post. In the eight years ensuing, while Dr. Wicke
was at Sandia, he upheld the agreement faithfully. Rarely have I observed such strength of
integrity and such unflinching allegiance to a scientific and academic standard.
I considered such a position to be a rarity then, and my experience over the years since
then has confirmed this. Even if the intent to offer such a post is sincere, the difficulty of
defending it may become formidable. The need to defend the progress of work in quarterly
reports can overwhelm the fidelity to resolve. Persons schooled in this stern reality will
appreciate what a tremendous statement is made by Dr. Wicke’s conceiving such a position
and maintaining the drive to implement it to its true intent.
Our work at Sandia Laboratory
Dr. Wicke showed great interest in some of the technical work in topology that I
presented in my talk at Sandia. I continued this work after I arrived there as a staff
member. In the course of time, we found that we shared not only research interests but
also complementary capabilities. The latter included Dr. Wicke’s capacity in the Russian
language and my immersion in the research method I had followed in my studies with
Moore. These combined to our advantage early on, helping us identify contributions in the
Russian literature that had an important relation to researches I had conducted in studies
with Moore. Among these contributions were ones of Dr. A.V. Arhangel’skii, notably his
definition of a base of countable order and his theorem characterizing metrizable spaces as
Hausdorff paracompact spaces having bases of countable order [3]. Dr. Wicke and I were
able to obtain analogous characterizations of developable spaces employing the concept of
θ -refinability (submetacompactness in more recent terminology [4]), which we introduced,
in place of paracompactness [5]. This topic has been discussed in some detail by Professor
Wicke in his presentation at this Conference. My discussion of it will be expanded in
Section 2, in the discussion of base of countable order theory and generalized base of
countable order theory.
During much of this time at Sandia, I lived and worked with an intensity and
concentration afforded by seclusion. I found refreshing interludes in the Wicke’s home,
visiting with them, their four children and, not to be forgotten, their cat Maximillian,
who occasionally could be coaxed from his feline aloofness to permit us his company.
I fondly recall their home. Howard and Dawn Wicke had actively participated in its design,
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which blended aesthetically with the surrounding environment. We spent many hours there
visiting amid surroundings that harmonized with the desert terrain and multiple moods of
Sandia Mountain.
Among my impressions of Dr. Wicke from that period are his attention to fitness and
his enjoyment of handball and swimming. He had a powerful presence physically, a fitting
counterpart to his strong and exercised intellect. Dr. Wicke had served his country in World
War II, and during our years in New Mexico, he was a member of the civil air patrol.
Despite the demands of his work at Sandia he dedicated time for flying search and rescue
missions.
Our work at Ohio University
In 1971, Dr. Wicke became a professor of mathematics at Ohio University. Professor
Robert Blair made the initiating overtures to bring Dr. Wicke to Ohio after attending
a presentation he had given. Following a visiting professorship in 1970, on leave from
Sandia, Dr. Wicke accepted a professorship in the Mathematics Department. I became a
professor in the department in 1972, and our research interactions continued.
In the course of our work with other faculty, there developed an academic climate culmi-
nating in unprecedented publication and grant support for mathematics at Ohio University.
Professor Wicke’s presence on the faculty and his illuminating recommendations have been
of critical importance for much of this development in mathematics and in the advancement
of innovative concepts in medicine.
2. Research and publication
In the discussion that follows, I sketch some glimpses of developing research interac-
tions between Professor Wicke and myself, as we discovered in ourselves complementary
qualities needed for a long-term adventure exploring topological structure. To both of us,
separable metric spaces, however important in some applications, seemed but a part of the
vast richness of set-theoretic structures. As I thought of it, in reflections I believed harmo-
nious with Howard Wicke’s, how could such a small sector of the mathematical universe of
set theory be considered worthy of study and the rest, or almost the rest, be considered less
so and even pathological? The theory of compactifications suggested, in a kind of poetic
form, the possible existence of a theory of topological structure not dependent on restrict-
ing weight of the base or requiring metrizability or certain narrow generalizations of it. We
realized this alluring and poetic suggestion was beset by technical problems, to some of
which we turned our attention. In the discussion that follows, some of our work on this
problem is reviewed.
Work on topological uniformization and continuous transformations
My initial interactions with Professor Wicke after I joined the Division of Applied
Mathematics at Sandia were characterized by his strong support of my work. This
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made possible an early and high yield of results and quickly led to an intense research
collaboration between us.
Upon my joining Sandia, Dr. Wicke facilitated my on-going communication with
Professor Moore in continuation of the work I had done as a National Science Foundation
postdoctoral fellow. He also studied closely the written paper accompanying my earlier
Colloquium lecture at Sandia Laboratory on the preservation of the Moore space property
by upper semicontinuous decompositions of such a space into compact closed point sets
[6]. Under the NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship support, I had shown that a regular first-
countable closed continuous image of a Moore space is developable. Indeed, developability
is invariant under the actions of closed continuous mappings with first-countable images
[7]. I had also shown at the University of Texas under the NSF support that the property
of being a Moore space, complete in the sense of having a development satisfying a
completeness condition stated by N. Aronszajn [8], was preserved by peripherally compact
upper semicontinuous decompositions of such spaces [2]. This result can readily be
extended for spaces satisfying Axioms 0 and 1 of Moore’s Foundations of Point Set
Theory [9].
Due in part to Professor Wicke’s active interest in my work, at Sandia, I was able
to show on a basis of the Continuum Hypothesis that neither of these completeness
conditions is invariant under the actions of first-countable closed continuous mappings,
even for mappings with locally compact domains [10]. In the course of work at Sandia
I found necessary and sufficient conditions for the preservation of these completeness
properties [11].
Dr. Wicke was able to identify certain of the work of Dr. Arhangel’skii on bases of
countable order and metrization that was published in Russian and not readily accessible in
English [3]. It became evident that certain of Dr. Arhangels’kii’s results could be extended
by techniques employed in the proof of invariance of the Moore space property under the
actions of peripherally compact closed continuous mappings. Among these is his theorem
characterizing metrizable spaces as the paracompact Hausdorff spaces having bases of
countable order [3]. Dr. Wicke and I subsequently began an intense research interaction
that led to our paper, “Characterizations of Developable Topological Spaces” [5]. This
paper laid the foundation for a mosaic of critical research interactions and advancements.
Joint work on and following from “Characterizations of Developable Topological Spaces”
A key concept in this paper generalizing paracompactness is that of a θ -refinable space
(≡ submetacompact space [4]), which Professor Wicke discussed at this conference (see
also [12]). A closely related concept that we defined in that paper is that of a weakly θ -
refinable space (≡ weakly submetacompact space). Topological uniformization is provided
by the base of countable order property.
Professor R.H. Bing was the referee for the paper, which also extended some of his
classic results on metrization published in the Canadian Journal of Mathematics. Among
them is the result that a space is metrizable if and only if it is a collectionwise normal,
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developable space [13]. When Professor Bing identified himself to Dr. Wicke as the referee
for our paper, he commented on the surprising nature of some of the results.
Specifically, it had become evident to us that underlying the base of countable
order property, in its seeming simplicity, were properties of topological uniformization
generalizing substantially much that of metrizability. Dr. Joseph Schatz was one of the
first to have a sense of the significance of this, and the encouragement he gave was deeply
appreciated then and continues to be now.
It was clear that, for appropriate separation, the base of countable order property is
preserved by perfect mappings [14] and by what we defined as uniformly monotonically
complete open continuous mappings [15]. If f is a closed continuous mapping of a regular
space S having a base of countable order, then f is uniformly monotonically complete.
Hence if f is open, the regular space f (S) has a base of countable order. Soon after
arriving at Sandia, I showed, under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis, that
every regular T0 first-countable space of power c is a closed continuous image of a regular
T0 locally compact (equivalently, in another terminology, locally bicompact) topological
space having a base of countable order [10].
Particularly interesting in this context is Ponomarev’s theorem that every first-countable
T0 topological space is an open continuous image of a metrizable space [16]. There
exists a first-countable compact Hausdorff space having a perfect mapping onto a non-
first-countable space, as may be shown readily. Thus the collection C of regular T0 open
continuous images of metrizable spaces is not closed with respect to the actions of perfect
mappings of its members. If the Continuum Hypothesis is true, the class of regular T0 first-
countable closed continuous images of regular T0 spaces having bases of countable order
is not closed with respect to the actions of perfect mappings of its members.
But Dr. Wicke obtained the elegant and unifying result that every regular T0 topological
space having a monotonically complete base of countable order is an open continuous
image of a metrically topologically complete space. He extended this result to the
theorem that every T1 topological space having a base of countable order is the image
of a metrizable space under a uniformly monotonically complete open continuous
mapping [15]. We thus obtained the theorem that the class U of regular T0 uniformly
monotonically complete open continuous images of metrizable spaces is closed with
respect to the actions of perfect mappings and of uniformly monotonically complete open
continuous mappings with regular T0 images. Indeed, U is the class of regular T0 spaces
having bases of countable order. Similarly, we obtained the theorem that the class C of
regular T0 open continuous images of complete metric spaces is closed with respect to the
actions of perfect mappings and of open continuous mappings with regular T0 images.
Dr. Wicke and I prepared a presentation concerning our research for the International
Congress of Mathematicians Meeting in Moscow in 1966. We proposed the thesis that,
in a strong sense, the base of countable order property involved underlying topological
uniformization generalizing that of metrizability [17]. The presentation, given by Dr.
Wicke, was attended by Academician P.S. Alexandroff and by Dr. Arhangel’skii, both of
whom made encouraging remarks concerning the work.
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Dr. Wicke and Dr. Arhangel’skii spent time together afterwards in further initiation
of what has developed into especially fruitful interactions and exchanges among us.
Importantly, Dr. Arhangel’skii discussed with Dr. Wicke his concept of a p-space, which
may be viewed as an approach to topological uniformization formulated with respect to
compactifications and having a sequential expression abstractly but subtly suggestive of a
kind of generalized development [18]. Dr. Arhangel’skii also posed some problems, among
which was whether the p-space property is preserved by perfect mappings. This interaction
with Dr. Arhangel’skii was a source of considerable stimulation in our researches.
In viewing the first three conditions of R.L. Moore’s Axiom 1, which essentially
define a development, alongside Arhangel’skii’s p-space concept, one might consider
that Moore had expressed conditions of proximity in terms of abstractions of a Cauchy
sequence condition and that Arhangel’skii had expressed a condition of proximity in
terms of finite intersection properties of open sets. In the case of Moore spaces,
equivalence of monotonic convergence (of the base of countable order property) and
Cauchy sequence-like convergence (of developments) can be regarded as brought about
by the submetacompactness of the spaces. Invariance of the Moore space property under
the actions of perfect mappings may be seen as derivable from the invariance of the base
of countable order property under the actions of such mappings on essentially T1 [14]
spaces and the invariance of submetacompactness under the actions of closed continuous
mappings [4]. Dr. Wicke and I considered Arhangel’skii’s question of whether the p-space
property (for appropriate separation) is preserved by perfect mappings.
On initial consideration, the answer seemed quite plausibly in the affirmative. If, for
appropriate separation, we replace Moore space with complete Moore space in a sense
of Axiom 1 of Foundations, and we replace p-space with ˇCech-complete space, we
may obtain a similar question for a seemingly parallel analogy which does have an
affirmative answer [19]. But the p-space property is not invariant under the actions of
perfect mappings. I showed there exists a perfect mapping of a regular T0 second countable
p-space, with weakly submetacompact domain and range, not preserving the p-space
property [20]. In formulating the question of whether the p-space property is an invariant
under the actions of perfect mappings, Dr. Arhangel’skii made another contribution
toward clarifying some of the technical issues in the investigation of general topological
uniformizations.
Generalized base of countable order theory
In [5], Dr. Wicke and I showed that, for appropriate separation, the base of countable
order property for a space can be given a sequential formulation relating to a sequence
condition for completeness stated by N. Aronszajn in [8] analogously as a development
relates to Axiom 1 of R.L. Moore [9]. This provides a conceptual means for generalizing
the base of countable order property to the study of spaces not assumed to be first-
countable. Much of the content of base of countable order theory that we had developed
carries over to spaces satisfying these more general sequence conditions. To illustrate,
for appropriate separation, invariance of the uniformization condition under the actions
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of perfect mappings obtains [21]. In certain of the theorems, paracompact p-spaces enter
hypotheses in generalization of metrizable spaces [22].
Dr. Wicke presented a survey of certain of these results in what we called general-
ized base of countable order theory, in his invited Kempner Colloquium Lecture at the
University of Colorado in 1968 [23], at the 1971 Houston Conference on general topol-
ogy, and at the Second Pittsburgh International Conference on General Topology and its
Applications [24]. For regular T0 separation, the spaces of the topological uniformiza-
tion defined by the sequential formulations were characterized as the regular T0 im-
ages S of Hausdorff paracompact p-spaces under the actions of certain forms of uni-
formly complete open continuous mappings [22]. Moreover, the property of being such
an image S of a paracompact p-space was shown to be preserved by the actions of
open continuous mappings satisfying these uniform completeness conditions [22,24]. Re-
lated characterizations were obtained for the regular T0 spaces satisfying the sequen-
tially formulated completeness conditions in relation to paracompact ˇCech-completeness
[22,24].
Interrelations of monotonicity and finite intersection properties
A considerable amount of the content of metrization theory carried over in general-
izations [25,26]. For example, the Nagata–Smirnov Theorem generalized for the charac-
terization of paracompact Hausdorff p-spaces [26]. For the completely regular T0 cases,
characterizations were obtained involving properties generalizing that of being a point set
that is an inner limiting set in its Stone– ˇCech compactification [27].
The sequential conditions discussed above for characterizing spaces (with appropriate
separation) having the base of countable order property, and their respective generalizations
applying to spaces not assumed to be first-countable, and the base of countable order
property itself, are manifestly defined in terms of conditions of monotonicity. A similar
observation may be made for the completeness conditions discussed above, which are
invariant under the actions of open continuous mappings with appropriate separation of the
respective domains and ranges of the mappings. It borders on a paradox that R.L. Moore
formulates compactness in his Foundations in terms of properties of monotonic collections
of closed point sets, while he formulates topological convergence in terms of a strong
property of finite intersection of open sets given by his Axiom l [9]. A sort of tension
is created by this contrast, akin to a dissonance in a musical progression dynamically
seeking a harmonic resolution. In this mathematical tension, the possibility of resolution is
suggested by the existence of characterizations of compact spaces in terms of properties of
collections of closed point sets with the finite intersection property [28].
It has been, for me, one of the strangest and most provocative results of our researches to
discover that a level of topological structure exists in these uniformizations at which certain
conditions, defined with respect to properties of monotonicity and finite intersection,
respectively, merge into equivalence. I reported on this in an invited talk at a meeting
of the American Mathematical Society [29]. (See also [12].) Conceptually, the talk dealt
with results Dr. Wicke and I achieved at Sandia laboratory and subsequently reported from
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there and Ohio University. These researches concerned characterizations of regular T0
monotonically complete spaces having bases of countable order and essentially T1 spaces
having bases of countable order [30–34]. We introduced concepts of primitive sequences,
primitive parts, primitive bases, and primitive completeness. We characterized regular
T0 monotonically complete spaces having bases of countable order as regular T0 spaces
that locally are primitively complete and locally have primitive bases. We characterized
essentially T1 spaces having bases of countable order as essentially T1 spaces having
primitive bases locally and satisfying the condition that locally closed point sets are
sets of interior condensation. As noted earlier, we had introduced this definition as a
generalization of the property of being an inner limiting set (≡Gδ set).
An interesting corollary is that a Hausdorff compact space is metrizable if and only if
locally it has the primitive base property. The defining conditions involving primitive parts
can be equivalently formulated with respect to conditions of monotonicity and properties of
finite intersection. With respect to primitive parts, one then obtains sequential formulations
for topological uniformization conceptually analogous to developments. One also obtains
sequential formulation for completeness analogous to sequences satisfying R.L. Moore’s
Axiom 1. The core results generalize to obtain analogous theorems characterizing the
regular T0 open continuous images of paracompact ˇCech-complete spaces and regular T0
images of Hausdorff paracompact p-spaces under the actions of appropriately uniformly
complete open continuous mappings.
Problems in the construction of arcs relating to certain completeness concepts
R.L. Moore and N. Aronszajn proved theorems on the construction of arcs in connected
and locally connected spaces satisfying Axiom 1 of [9] and the sequential condition
of [8], respectively. In both instances, the spaces of the constructions are regular. Dr.
Wicke obtained an arc theorem for Hausdorff connected and locally connected primitively
complete spaces having primitive bases locally, which is proved in [35,36]. In these
articles, we define a separation condition that we call pararegularity, which is stronger
than Axiom T2 but weaker than regularity for T0 topological spaces. It is satisfied by
Hausdorff spaces having primitively complete bases. We extend certain of the results of
base of countable order theory to certain spaces satisfying this strengthened Hausdorff
condition. We have also made extensions for generalized base of countable order theory.
In this arc theorem for Hausdorff spaces, one cannot replace the hypotheses of primitive
bases and primitive completeness with those of presence of a base of countable order and
monotonic completeness.
The question occurs whether a Hausdorff connected and locally connected topological
space having a complete semimetric is arcwise connected. In his doctoral thesis, Robert
Heath proved the existence of a counterexample [37]. Dr. Heath’s discussion of this result
at this Conference was especially pertinent.
It was my impression in discussions with Professor R.L. Moore that he had not felt
that he had identified an approach to a general theory of non-first-countable topological
structure that he considered satisfactory. He was aware of certain explicit difficulties.
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That he had interest in this subject is suggested by the elegance and generality of his
approach to compact sets and especially of compact continua in Foundations. In making a
transition of focus from this level of generality to developable spaces in course work I took
under his instruction, he explicitly suggested that we keep in mind the possibility of more
general hypotheses in which certain of the theorems would hold true. Prior to engaging the
more difficult problem of topological uniformizations for non-first-countable topological
structure, he may have desired to obtain a fuller understanding of first-countable structure.
Dr. Wicke and I took this approach in our researches at Sandia Laboratory in first
developing base of countable order theory and then extending it to non-first-countable
structure.
Heath’s example, discussed above, illustrates some of the problems one may encounter
when one explores the formulation of certain conditions of topological uniformization and
convergence by an analytic approach that generalizes the concept of a metric in which the
triangle property is relaxed [38]. One is still within the domain of first-countable structure.
But what about topological completeness defined with respect to a topology-preserving
complete uniformity in the sense of André Weil [39], in an approach to topological
uniformization of spaces not required to be first-countable?
Dr. Wicke and I considered this an important question. Here one may find examples
of nondegenerate connected and locally connected metrizable spaces having topology-
preserving complete uniformities (in the sense of Weil) and having no two points that are
connected by an arc [40]. One might find it somewhat difficult to think of such a space as
topologically complete. It might be no great surprise to find other differences between what
might seem to be conditions of topological completeness in a natural sense and what are
formally (definitionally) conditions of completeness given by certain topology-preserving
complete uniformities.
We felt some of these issues were reflected in the following theorem, which we
obtained: If ℵ is a cardinal number> ℵ0, there exists a homogeneous, countably compact,
collectionwise normal T1 space S of weight ℵ with topologically equivalent local and
global structures and a topology-preserving uniformity (in the sense of Weil’s definition)
such that (1) S has no topology-preserving complete uniformity and (2) S is an open
continuous image of a complete metric space and thus of a space having a topology-
preserving complete uniformity [41].
The spaces S of the constructions are also not p-spaces. Thus, they provide strong
illustrations of an earlier result obtained by Dr. Wicke: There exist collectionwise normal
T1 open continuous images of collectionwise normal ˇCech-complete spaces which are not
ˇCech-complete [42].
Preimages of continuous mappings with ranges satisfying certain conditions of
topological uniformization
A Hausdorff paracompact space is a p-space if and only if it has a perfect mapping onto
a metrizable space [18]. The question arises whether the class C of regular T0 uniformly
complete open continuous (in a sense of definitions in [24,43]) images of paracompact
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Hausdorff p-spaces is simply the class of regular T0 spaces which have perfect mappings
onto regular T0 spaces having bases of countable order.
The answer to this question is in the negative. Indeed, there exists a regular T0 locally
compact first-countable metacompact topological space S which is not a continuous
preimage of any regular T0 space having a base of countable order [44]. The space S is
an absolutely metacompact [45,46] strict p-space (for definition, see [5]).
As our work shows, the regular T0 βb-spaces are the continuous images under
certain kinds of uniformly monotonically complete open continuous mappings of perfect
preimages of metrizable spaces. Similarly, the regular T0 βc-spaces are the open continuous
images of regular T0 countably compact closed continuous preimages of complete metric
spaces.
Topological uniformizations formulated with respect to convergence to countably compact
closed sets
K. Morita introduced the concept of an M-space [47]. This concept is defined as a
space S for which there exists a sequence of open coverings {Gn} such that if P is
a point and for each n, Xn belongs to st{P,Gn}, then {Xn} has a cluster point in S.
The collection L of regular T0 M-spaces that have metrizable spaces as images under
the actions of countably compact closed continuous mappings generalizes the collection
of Hausdorff paracompact p-spaces. The collection Lc, consisting of all elements of L
which are preimages of complete metric spaces under the actions of countably compact
closed continuous mappings, generalizes the class of ˇCech-complete spaces. Countably
compact regular T0 spaces are members of Lc. Members of L satisfying the condition
of weak countable submetacompactness and certain quite general abstractions of this
refinement condition are paracompact p-spaces, for these refinement conditions require
isocompactness of T1 spaces satisfying them [48]. Some of the main theorems discussed
above on perfect mappings and open continuous mappings generalize for appropriately
separated M-spaces [24]. The class of regular T0 appropriately uniformly monotonically
complete open continuous images of regular T0 M-spaces is the class of appropriately
uniformly monotonically complete open continuous images of L. For the regular T0 cases,
these interior images are the βc-spaces of [43]. The class of regular T0 open continuous
images of Lc is the class of regular λc spaces of [43].
One may see that certain underlying structural properties provide a topological uni-
formization for convergence similarly for the following: metrizability, developability, and
the base of countable order property; Hausdorff paracompact p-spaces, submetacompact
regular T0 p-spaces, and, for appropriate separation, their continuous images under the ac-
tions of open mappings appropriately uniformly complete; and, for appropriate separation,
appropriately uniformly complete open continuous images of Morita’sM-spaces. The uni-
formization structural principles can be applied to characterization of essentially T1 spaces
having bases of countable order, in relation to a concept of primitive base, as discussed
above. And extensions of this treatment for spaces having bases of countable order can
be made for these uniformly complete (with respect to appropriate definitions) open con-
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tinuous images of paracompact Hausdorff p-spaces and M-spaces. Dr. Wicke and I have
reported on various of these extensions at meetings, in research abstracts, and in journal
articles [49–51].
Local-implies-global properties
One of the properties of the base of countable order condition that has attracted
particular attention is the local-implies-global property [5]. Monotonic completeness also
has this local-implies-global property [24]. Indeed, the principal uniformizations discussed
above generalizing the base of countable order property and monotonic completeness do
also [24]. Similar considerations apply to certain of the uniform monotonic completeness
conditions of continuous mappings. By contrast, in our work on base of countable order
theory developed at Sandia Laboratory, we appreciated that completability is not such a
property. There exist regular T0 spaces which locally, but not globally, can be extended to
regular T0 spaces having monotonically complete bases of countable order. There is thus
the suggestion of a technical content common both to monotonic completeness and the
base of countable order property itself.
Scattered spaces have the local-implies-global property as do σ -scattered spaces. In
our researches at Sandia, we showed that first-countable T1 scattered spaces have bases
of countable order and first-countable σ -scattered spaces have primitive bases. The
property of being a scattered set is behaving here in ways abstractly suggestive of a
paracompactness-like condition. This may help one to see the primitive base property as
an abstraction of the σ -locally finite base property.
Generalizations of paracompactness and σ -locally finite bases
A.H. Stone’s theorem on the equivalence for Hausdorff spaces of full normalcy
and paracompactness suggests a deep structural sense in which submetacompactness
generalizes paracompactness [52]. The importance of Stone’s theorem was appreciated
in early work on base of countable order theory at Sandia Laboratory. One may
vary the star refinement concept, seemingly slightly, and obtain a characterization of
metacompactness [45] as a generalization of full normalcy [53] and, for Hausdorff
spaces, of paracompactness. There exist paracompact T1 spaces which are not Hausdorff,
hence not fully normal [53]. One can use a σ -type relaxation of this generalization
of a star refinement and obtain a characterization of submetacompact spaces [54].
In this way, submetacompactness may be seen as a kind of fundamental abstraction
of full normalcy and T2-paracompactness. An underlying structural coherence among
paracompactness of a Hausdorff space, metacompactness, and submetacompactness may
be sensed even though, for the special case of developability, submetacompactness reduces
to subparacompactness [55]. Moreover, there exist metacompact topological spaces which
are not subparacompact [45], a result which contributes to a sense of technical coherence
in these formulations and relates to our applications of König’s lemma in certain
characterizations of developability [5].
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There are technical difficulties in relaxation of submetacompactness to countable sub-
metacompactness. For example, it may be observed that there exist regular T0 spaces,
having point-countable bases of countable order, which are not developable. For hy-
potheses involving various local separability-like conditions, relaxations to countable
submetacompactness-like properties may be made on a basis of which, for appropriate sep-
aration, the existence of σ -discrete coverings refining open coverings may be proved [56].
One may replace these local separability-like hypotheses with subregular refinability and,
for appropriate separation, prove the existence of corresponding analogues of σ -discrete
coverings of a space S refining open coverings of S [57]. This is done on a basis of
higher order transfinite cardinality submetacompactness-like conditions. These abstract
statements are given explicit definitional formulation in work concerning star reducibil-
ity on which Professor Wicke and I have reported in meetings and in articles.
One may relax the requirement of developability of a space S in certain hypotheses to
the requirement that S have a θ -base. It does not follow from this relaxed hypothesis that
S is developable, even for the cases where S is regular T0. But if one requires for the
essentially T1 cases that closed point sets in S be inner limiting sets, then it does follow
that S is developable [5]. If we regard the θ -base property as an analogue of the σ -locally
finite base property, which by the Nagata–Smirnov theorem requires metrizability of a
Hausdorff space, we may suspect that either the θ -base property does not generalize the
σ -locally finite base property with a close parallel, or it is a special case of an underlying
property that does provide a fundamental and close parallel.
In my work with Dr. Wicke at Sandia Laboratory, this matter identified one of the
technical issues for which our researches sought a resolution. It was hard to believe—
and we did not believe—that the property that closed point sets are inner limiting sets
had a core structural fundamentality suggested by the theorem characterizing developable
spaces as essentially T1 spaces with θ -bases in which closed point sets are inner limiting
sets. The T1 spaces having θ -bases are isocompact; indeed, countably compact T2 closed
point sets in a space having a θ -base are metrizable [58]. The theorem that T1 countably
compact spaces which are weakly countably submetacompact are compact [5] can be put
in considerably more general form [59,60]. But there are regular T0 Lindelöf spaces having
θ -bases (indeed σ -point-finite, therefore point-countable bases) which are not metrizable.
This result contrasts with the metrizability of Hausdorff compact spaces having point-
countable bases [61].
In our work on characterizations of essentially T1 spaces having bases of countable
order, we identified in the primitive base condition a structural content of topological
uniformization. This may be viewed as an implicit content of the θ -base property providing
a coherent parallel to the locally finite base hypothesis [30–34]. The characterization of
essentially T1 spaces having primitive bases can be put in a form which is analogous to
the Nagata–Smirnov Theorem [32]. This may be done with use of concepts of primitive
sequences of collections Hn of open sets and primitive parts of elements hn of Hn with
respect to the order for Hn. Primitive sequence conditions generalizing the primitive base
condition may be made so as to generalize, for appropriate separation and definitions
of uniformly complete mapping, the class of uniformly open continuous images of
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paracompact Hausdorff p-spaces (≡ βb-spaces) and uniformly open continuous images
of the regular T0 M-spaces of Morita (≡ βc-spaces) [43]. As I noted above, the Hausdorff
p-spaces of Arhangel’skii may be characterized by an analogue of the Nagata–Smirnov
theorem.
Other topics
In the above account, discussion of Professor Wicke’s work and our joint research is
not exhaustive. For example, certain of his theorems on Cartesian products and diagonals
with the set of interior condensation property are not reviewed. Nor are his topological
researches with other mathematicians. I have not tried to review in an exhaustive way
our work on generalizations of classical metrization theorems. I have not discussed our
work on Baire Category properties [62] and certain earlier work of Professor Mary Ellen
Rudin [63] on this topic. There is also a substantial content of my work at The University
of Texas and at Sandia Laboratory on local separability and related properties, much of
which also extends with appropriate translations to non-first-countable structures, which
is not reviewed here in detail. I have concentrated in the above on base of countable
order property and underlying topological uniformization in relation to completeness
properties.
3. Contributions, academic development, and applications
The scope of Professor Wicke’s contributions to the work of others is far too rich
and varied to adequately capture with the conciseness required here. Still, this section
endeavors to impart a sense of how far his contributions have reached. In this discussion,
Albert Einstein’s observation in Marie Curie in Memoriam provides a fitting context [64]:
It is the moral qualities of its leading personalities that are perhaps of even greater
significance for a generation and for the course of history than purely intellectual
accomplishments. Even these latter are, to a far greater degree than is commonly
credited, dependent on the stature of character.
Leadership at Sandia Laboratories
At Sandia Laboratories, as head of the Division of Applied Mathematics, Dr. Wicke
provided an exemplary demonstration of leadership. He was actively involved in providing
applied mathematics support for systems analysis projects. And notably, his Division
of Applied Mathematics served as a developmental source for leadership in academic
mathematics.
Four mathematicians who worked under Dr. Wicke’s direction at Sandia were offered,
and accepted, faculty positions in mathematics. Two of these persons accepted posts in the
field of differential equations. This is a field Dr. Wicke actively worked in and supported.
Dr. Wicke himself subsequently accepted a university faculty position. This provides an
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indication of the extent to which Dr. Wicke enhanced opportunities for those in his Division
and enriched university faculties with capable mathematicians.
Dr. Wicke’s leadership as head of the Division of Applied Mathematics also had
powerful results in applications. Some time after I joined his research staff, Sandia’s
executive management requested my consultation on the biomedical implementation of a
powerful technology that had been developed at the laboratory. Implementation efforts over
several previous years had been unsuccessful and had focused on narrow and conventional
applications. Randy Lovelace, an M.D. who was then the head of space medicine at NASA,
was convinced that the technology had important applications to the space program, even
requesting to have President John F. Kennedy briefed on it. Two of NASA’s most important
programs at the time were the Apollo Moon Lander and the Mars Viking Lander projects.
I accepted this request with a commitment grounded in my confidence in Dr. Wicke’s
judgment and consistent support for my position of research independence.
It became apparent in my work, which Dr. Wicke actively supported and reviewed, that a
major biomedical reorientation would be required to realize the potential of the technology.
After an intensive biomedical systems analysis conducted by myself and others assisting
me, we found a way to resolve the issues that had impaired prior implementation efforts.
This involved explicitly redirecting the focus to applications important for the Apollo and
Viking programs. NASA subsequently offered the Laboratory carte blanche funding to
proceed on with this work, which we did. It was reviewed by the National Space Sciences
Board, including Dr. Carl Sagan. On July 20th, 1976, the NASA Viking landed successfully
on Mars and major biological experimentation on another planet began. The success of this
project provides an illustration of the far reaching impact Dr. Wicke’s enlightened research
support has had.
Professor Wicke’s leadership has extended beyond his ability to create opportunity
for others and richly support their work. Leadership at the level Professor Wicke has
demonstrated requires the vision and courage to pursue conviction despite inducements
of expediency. Few have the inner strength and dedication to withstand these arduous
demands. Professor Wicke does, as his work demonstrates. I speak as a deeply grateful
beneficiary of his courage and vision.
Contributions to academic development at Ohio University
At the time Howard Wicke and I joined Ohio University in 1971 and 1972, respectively,
the University had made a strong commitment to the development of mathematics.
Professor Wicke was a principal in not only advancing this objective, but developing a
renaissance of mathematical activity at Ohio University. Among his key contributions in
this regard were his active research, publication, and academic stewardship. Others are
the academic exchange he cultivated with Russia and his influence and involvement in
establishing the Ohio University Institute for Medicine and Mathematics.
Throughout his work at Ohio University, Professor Wicke’s teaching, presentations, and
researches have enriched the minds of students, faculty and fellows. Professor Wicke was
an established research mathematician when he joined the faculty at Ohio University and
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his stature alone was significant in advancing the standing of the Mathematics Department.
He published actively, making frequent presentations of research. He served as a referee for
Mathematical Reviews. He has supervised doctoral work for eight students, four of whom,
as professional mathematicians, attended this Conference held in his honor.
At Ohio University, Professor Wicke continued his leadership in the development of
academic and research interactions with Russia. A defining high point in the development
of mathematics at Ohio University occurred in 1980, when Professor Wicke was selected
for an exchange visit to Moscow State University under the auspices of the US
National Academy of Sciences and the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. This honor
constituted major and abundantly deserved recognition of his academic achievements
and contributions to mathematics. It also reflected Professor Wicke’s commitment to
establishing academic associations with Russia helping to make available to American
science the richness of Russian mathematics. Reflecting his leadership, five faculty
and fellows from Ohio University attended the International Conference in Moscow in
1979 honoring Academician P.S. Alexandroff. Three of us subsequently attended the
International Topology Conference in Baku in 1987.
Professor Wicke also had a significant influence in the formation of the Institute
for Medicine and Mathematics at Ohio University. This program was built upon
academic groundwork that Professor Wicke had established, and it led to major academic
developments in mathematics at Ohio University. Among other things, the Institute
provided private funds for a postdoctoral fellowship program at a time of a severe funding
crisis that threatened the development in mathematics at Ohio University.
The activities supported by the Institute for Medicine and Mathematics far exceed
the scope of this article. A sample includes on-going research colloquium lectures,
international mathematics conferences, and the establishment, jointly with Auburn
University, of the journal Topology Proceedings. They also include unprecedented support
at Ohio University of women and minorities. The role of Professor G.M. Reed in these
developments was extraordinarily important, and his brilliant successes illustrate the far
reaching effects of Professor Wicke’s influence. Through many of these developments,
Ohio University emerged as an active center for mathematical research. They simply would
not have occurred without Dr. Wicke’s presence and support.
4. Conclusion
In our work together in topological research, Professor Wicke and I strived to bring into
harmony intrinsic formulations of structure and extrinsic compactification formulations.
I have provided some glimpses of our work as we sought to find a coherent theory
of topological uniformization, going beyond domains of naïve equivalence of these
monotonic and finite intersection base formulations that are required by the presence of
certain implicit paracompactness-like covering properties.
I have also sought to provide a sense of the extraordinary impact Professor Wicke has
had, in both an academic environment and one of applied science. Most of all, I have
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endeavored to show that these accomplishments do not depend upon his brilliant intellect
alone. His career and work illustrate Einstein’s observation that even the most significant
intellectual achievements are fundamentally grounded in attributes of character.
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